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WORK EXPERIENCE

Laboratory for Comparative Social Research, HSE University 2015 - Present
Senior Research Fellow

· was invited to join the leading research unit at the #1 university in Sociology in Russia (LCSR HSE)

· led several individual and group projects on religious ethics, trust, well-being, internet regulation, and
research methods, which resulted in several peer-reviewed publications. ORCID: 0000-0002-2908-520X

· presented research results at 10+ academic conferences and workshops (ACM WebSci, ASEEES, ASN,
ESRA, ESA, HSE’s April conference, IC2S2, ISA, LCSR international workshops).

· co-organised and hosted an academic workshop featuring 20 speakers from 15 countries (2019).

· contributed to an industry-university project of a mobile consumption panel of Dell EMC (2017).

· prepared several press releases on my research which appeared on HSE website and in the media.

· co-edited the translation of R.Inglehart’s “Cultural Evolution” (2018).

Department of Sociology, HSE University - St.Petersburg 2015 - Present
Associate Professor, Supervisor of the Master’s Track “Analytics of Social Data” (since 2020)

· have taught data analysis in SPSS and R to over 500 undergraduates at introductory and advanced
levels, revamped several courses and provided the shift to English-language teaching in 2017.

· co-developed and led an elective “Business Analytics” that attracted over 130 students over three years.

· host a seminar in Civil and Political Issues which attracted over 100 students over 5 years. I also co-host
Master’s research seminars in Sociology and HCI.

· supervised 12 students’ graduation and Master papers in Sociology which led to 3 peer-reviewed pub-
lications. My graduates continue with Master’s degree or/ and work as analysts.

· developed exam tasks on data analysis for the graduation exam in Sociology; evaluated papers at and
created questions for national students’ competitions in Sociology.

· sat on the graduation committee for the undergraduates in Sociology and the BA Programme board.

· took over the Master’s track amidst the pandemic and co-organised the alumni community.

· awarded Lecturer of the Year (students’ choice, 2018), Jury member at the HSE Festival of Science
(2018), bonuses for innovations in teaching (2016, 2019).

· sat on the voluntary committee for teaching (2016-2018) and School’s council (2018-).

Department of Information and Communication, Belarus State U 2010 - 2015
Lecturer, Senior Lecturer

· was invited to teach after graduation, #1 university in the country (BSU)

· developed a course in New Media (2011-2015), which was later included in a university textbook on
Mass Communications (2016). Programme graduates work at Booking.com, Flo, Kino-mo, etc.

· developed an elective on Constructing Social Problems (2013-2015) and general course on Theories of
Communication (2015) courses and taught them to over 50 students.

· re-launched a fundamental undergraduate course in Organizational Communication (2012-2015).

· organized and hosted an international students’ conference on social communication (2014) with over
50 speakers, 6 sessions, and published proceedings.

· supervised students’ award-winning student research projects.

· combined all this with full-time doctoral studies in which 3 peer-reviewed papers were published in
three years.

https://lcsr.hse.ru/en
https://bsu.by/en/


Department of Sociology, Belarus State U 2008 - 2015
Research Fellow, Senior Research Fellow, Consultant (since 2015)

· assisted to and consulted the National Contact Point in Social Sciences and Humanities and Societal
Challenge 6 in the Net4Society FP7 and Horizon2020 Project

· communicated with researchers, coordinated and analysed 30+ project’s internal quality surveys, wrote
memos and annual reports, co-managed an international search base which attracted over 1,500 inter-
national researchers from 30+ countries.

International Summer Schools
Course leader, Invited lecturer

Radboud Summer School (Netherlands), I developed a course and taught 25 students, 2019
from undergrad to PhD level, “Quantitative Data Analysis with R” course (co-led)
Telemark University College (Norway) invited lecturer 2014
Summer School “New Media in the Phenomenology of the Everyday”

EDUCATION

Candidate of Science (PhD equivalent) in Sociology, Belarus State U, Belarus 2010-2013
Project title: “Electronic Communication among Scientists”
I surveyed over 400 scientists and published 3 peer-reviewed papers on electronic communication
among scientists. The project won the Ministry of Education scholarship for excellence in research

MA in European Studies (Political Science), European Humanities U, Lithuania 2008-2010
Student of the Year and Best Programme Graduate
I did a project on content analysis of mass media which led to a grant and ASN conference talk

MA in Sociology, Belarus State U, Belarus 2009-2010
I conducted a comparative project on methods in youth values and analyzed EVS data
The study was published and won a prize (“Sociological Studies” journal, Moscow)

Specialist in Sociology, Belarus State U, Belarus 2004-2009
was awarded Best Graduate of Department, won the academic excellence scholarship
I conducted a quantitative comparison of youth values in Belarus and Poland,
surveyed 450 students in two countries (1st prize in a national competition)

Summer Schools and Research Visits
“Machine Learning in Science and Business” (HSE, Russia) 2020
“Data Presentation and Visualization” (HSE, Russia) 2020
“Bayesian Approach in Social Science” (LCSR, Russia) 2018
“Designing, Implementing, and Analyzing Longitudinal Surveys” (GESIS, Germany) 2017

“Structural Equation Modeling for Longitudinal and Panel Data” (GESIS, Germany) 2017
“Summer Institute of Civic Studies” (Augsburg, Germany) 2016
“Introduction to Factorial Design and DataViz in R (LCSR, Russia) 2015
“Categorical Data Analysis” (LCSR, Russia) 2014
“Multilevel CFA and Multilevel SEM” (LCSR, Russia) 2013
4-week research visit at the EUROLAB (GESIS, Germany) 2012
“Multilevel Analysis with Applications” (Essex SSDA, UK) 2012
“Causal Measurements and Stuctural Equations” (LCSR, Russia) 2012
HESP ReSET project ”European Visions and Divisions (Kyiv, Ukraine) 2009 - 2012
“Social Network Analysis: Methods and Applications” (LES, Russia) 2012
“Multilevel Analysis in Comparative Studies” (LCSR, Russia) 2011
“Applied Regression” (Essex SSDA, UK) 2011
Online courses : took 20+ DataCamp coursers and taught 7 mixed learning classes Since 2017

net4society.eu


Coursera’s “Model Thinking”, SUNY’s distant course “Criminology” 2012, 2008
English language exams: TOEFL iBT 116/120 (2012), CAE Grade B (2005), FCE Grade A (2004)
also spent 2 semesters in Poland, learned German and French (everyday and academic)

SERVICE

Peer review Cross-Cultural Res., Int.J.Soc.Econ., Econ.Soc.
Recommendations to students 10+
National competition evaluator since 2017
Conference Technical Committee DTGS 2018

TECHNICAL STRENGTHS

Programming Languages R, basics of Python, Git
Statistical Software R, IBM SPSS, HLM, Mplus, Stata, MLwiN
Learning Management Systems Moodle, LMS HSE
Office Apps Word, Excel, Power Point, LaTeX
Conference Management Easychair

PUBLISHED TRANSLATIONS

both translations were 150+ pages in size; subject: sociological theory and research
both books sold out and had a 2nd edition:
The Great Good Place, R.Oldenburg New Literary Observer, Moscow, 2014; 2nd ed. 2018
Contemporary Western Sociology: A Reader Theseus, Minsk, 2008; 2nd ed., expanded, 2015

http://dtgs-conference.org/

